
 

 

COMM201: College Communications Fall 2016 

“This I Believe” (20%) 

What is “This I Believe”? 
 

“This I Believe” is the title of a radio program that was popular for many years on 
National Public Radio and the CBC. It is also the name for a type of composition 

that focusses on communicating one’s personal values or beliefs to a public 

audience. There is also a website, thisibelieve.org, that houses thousands of “This 
I Believe” essays on every subject imaginable. For us, this assignment will be an 

opportunity to write, in an electronic environment, something personally 
meaningful that will also connect with the public audiences of your classmates and 

the World Wide Web.  
 

The topic you choose should be a belief that you consider important, but please do 
not feel obliged to be deadly serious. Your topic may be funny or light-hearted, 

too, but it should be real. You may also write about a controversial belief, but 
remember that your reader may not share that belief. An important part of this 

exercise is making your ideas real and believable for your public audience and not 
just for you. We will spend some time in seminar brainstorming and 

troubleshooting topics.   

What do I have to do and when do I have to do it? 
 

Your challenge is to write a composition of 350-500 words that expresses an idea 
or belief that is important to you. The assignment will be submitted in three 

stages: draft 1will be reviewed by a peer, draft 2 will be reviewed by your 
instructor, and a final draft will be submitted to the dropbox in D2L. “This I 

Believe” will also become part of your E-portfolio. These are your due dates: 
 

Draft 1: posted to your WordPress page by the beginning of lab in Week 3 
Draft 2: posted to your WordPress page by the end of lab in Week 4 

Final Draft: uploaded to dropbox in D2L by the end of lab in Week 6 
E-portfolio: posted to your portfolio page on your WordPress site by the end of lab  

in Week 14 

Why am I doing this? 
 

Modern communication is overwhelmingly electronic and public. Whether at 

Fleming or at work, you will often need to write in a way that makes your ideas 
clear, accessible, and meaningful to a wide variety of audiences. This assignment 

will also introduce one of the major ideas of the course – that good writing is a 
multi-stage process that involves collaboration and revision.   



How do I do it? 
 

1. PLAN: Choose a core belief to discuss. In seminar, we will talk about 

what “core belief” means and how to narrow down your choices. In brief, 
choose a topic that represents something important that you feel strongly 

about. This should be something you will feel comfortable sharing with a 
public audience.  

 
2. DRAFT: In seminar, we will discuss drafting strategies, and you will write 

your first draft for review and post it to your WordPress page for peer 
review in Week 3 and instructor review in Week 4. 

 

3. REVISE: Use the peer and instructor feedback in Weeks 3 and 4 to revise 
your first and second drafts. 

 
4. SUBMIT: Post your final draft to your WordPress page and upload it in 

PDF format to the dropbox in D2L by the end of lab in Week 6. 

How will I be graded?  
 

You will receive two stages of feedback on your drafts. Each draft submitted for 

feedback is worth 2.5% of your grade for a total of 5%. Draft 1 must be submitted 
by the beginning of lab in Week 3, draft 2 by the end of lab in Week 4, and the 

final draft by the end of lab in Week 6. Your final draft is worth 15% and will be 

graded according to the 4K Writing Rubric posted on D2L. 
 

Specific requirements:  

 Length—350-500 words 

 An effective opening that engages the audience 
 A “nutshell paragraph” that gives your essay a meaningful focus 

 A body that contains a logical development of the story of your belief 
 A conclusion that leaves a strong final impression  

 
 


